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REMEMBER YOUR
FIRST TIME
on the
WATER?
So do we.
That’s the feeling we build into
each and every boat we make.
Exploring. Fishing. Wakeboarding.
Sharing time with family and friends.
Whatever your definition of fun is, we
design and manufacture the perfect boat
for it. Beautifully crafted and thoughtfully
designed to help you fully enjoy your
time on the water. So that every time
in a Campion will be like the first.

2020 BOAT LINE-UP

WAVES of
CHANGE
2020

Fishing Performance

Coastal Adventure

This year we're launching the most exciting
line-up of boats in our company's history.
Not since we started in 1974 have we undertaken

Entertainment Centre
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such an ambitious project. We are reimagining and
rethinking the boating experience, incorporating
new technology and features so that every new
design is crafted in a way to ensure your
Campion boat exceeds your expectations.

Classic Runabout
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26
Wake Maker
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A FAMILY
ROOTED
COMPANY
For almost 50 years, our Campion family
has been building quality boats for
families and friends to enjoy worldwide.
As Canada's largest independent
fiberglass boat builder, we listen to our
customers and have the freedom to
design and deliver the kinds of boats
they want. You have a choice because
we have a choice and the expertise to
build innovation into every boat.
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POWERED by
INNOVATION
People respond emotionally to our boats
because they’re built with heart. We’re driven
to create the best boats in the industry,
pushing the limits while exploring and
investing in new technologies to help us
produce boats that are even more exciting
and satisfying to drive. Our in-house R&D
team looks at everything from the electronics
platform to precision hull streamlining.
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QUALITY that
MOVES YOU
To boaters around the world, the name
Campion is synonymous with quality.
It’s in the details. Every inch of every boat
is beautifully finished, even in the places
you never see. You’ll feel it in the ride –
superior handling, performance and fuel
economy. We’re passionate about quality.
And that’s why our boaters are passionate
about Campion.

INTRODUCING
the APEX2 HULL
Campion boats are constructed using the most technologically
advanced fiberglass mat on the market today. Our 3D
fiberglass weave requires less resin, creating a lighter and
stronger hull. Every Campion hull keel is also reinforced with
Kevlar for added structural integrity and strength where it is
needed most.
For years, our fuel-efficient APEX hull has set the standard
for bottom design and exceptional performance. Its expanded
high pressure zones produce faster planing, greater stability
and safer handling.
Now we’re proud to introduce our next generation APEX
hull. Computer designed and exhaustively simulated and
tested, this hull’s ground-breaking next generation geometry
is configured to produce a smoother, faster, even more
responsive ride at high speeds. Not to mention dramatically
better fuel economy.
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DESIGNED
to CATCH
FISHERMEN
A rugged multi-species fishing boat for
those who are serious about fishing
and the power of high performance.

Enhancing all kinds of 'online' relationships.
Rage combines superior power and performance with
thoughtfully designed features like running rod racks,
deck mounted holders, storage lockers, integrated
tackle organizers and recirculating aerated wells
that hold live fish. Or your favourite beverage.

This is the most fish-forward boat on the
market. It has been designed to reach
the fishing hole first and has all the
features to help you catch fish faster.
From tech to performance, this boat
is all the Rage.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES
APEX2 hull
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MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 8'6" (2.59 m)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38.1 cm)

MAX HP 400 HP

DRAFT DOWN 19.5" (49.53 cm)

CENTRELINE 21'2" (6.45 m)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg) EST.

MAX LENGTH 22.9' (6.93 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX2)

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction
Full width swim platform
Extended engine mounting system
Multi-species performance fishing platform

DESIGNED
for COASTAL
ADVENTURE
A multi-purpose coastal fishing boat
that combines rugged construction with
premium luxury. From open water to
plain and simple family fun, this boat
does anything you need it to.
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Discover what’s out there.
Our toughest, hardest working boats are
back with more refinements and options
than ever. They're rugged workhorses,
with a host of features to make cruising
more comfortable.
This boat takes you farther – it’s a
holiday in itself. From an evening cruise
to an epic fishing odyssey, the Explorer
lives up to its name in every way.
Imagine, you set the limits to what you
can do and where you can go.
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EX16 OB CC
SPECS

EX20 OB CC

MAX PERSONS 5

BEAM 7'1" (2.21 m)

FUEL 22 US gal (83 L)

SPECS

EX21 OB CC

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

DRAFT UP 14" (35 cm)

FUEL 52 US gal (197 L)

MAX HP 90 HP

DRAFT DOWN 31" (79 cm)

CENTRELINE 16'2" (4.93 m)
MAX LENGTH 17'6" (5.33 m)

SPECS

MAX PERSONS 8

BEAM 8' (2.44 m)

DRAFT UP 18" (45.7 cm)

FUEL 71 US gal (269 L)

DRAFT UP 18" (45 cm)

MAX HP 250 HP

DRAFT DOWN 35" (88.9 cm)

MAX HP 250 HP

DRAFT DOWN 35" (89 cm)

WEIGHT 1,170 lbs (531 kg)

CENTRELINE 21'3" (6.48 m)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg)

CENTRELINE 21'6" (6.55 m)

WEIGHT 2,620 lbs (1,188 kg)

DEADRISE 17°

MAX LENGTH 23' (7.01 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 23'6" (7.16 m)

DEADRISE 18°

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Centre console with storage

APEX hull

Hardtop with sliding windows

Full fiberglass open cockpit with bench seating

HD rub rail with stainless steel insert

Cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Removable bench padding and backrest

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

Swim platform with ladder

Centre console with lockable storage

Foredeck walk around with bow seating and pulpit

Optional gelcoat graphic

Optional porta potti

Raw water washdown system

Boats may be shown with optional equipment
For full details go to campion.com
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Coming Soon
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From fishing to excursions or simply

Elegantly simple, sleekly designed,

Designed to accommodate a wide range of

sun bathing in the bay, this sleek

made for fun. The EX22 CC centre console

marine activities – from trophy hunting to

workhorse balances all of your needs

from Campion celebrates everything the

family excursions – the EX22 CC is your gateway

and gets you closer to the water from

water has to offer, while paying respect to

to getting out there. Featuring hideaway

every angle.

everything you demand from your boat.

seating, rod storage and our most efficient

Comfort, convenience and performance

hull to date, this boat is tailor-made for avid

are built in.

mariners who have a passion for adventure.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

MAX PERSONS 8

BEAM 8'6" (2.6 m)

FUEL 100 US gal (378 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38 cm)

MAX HP 400 HP

DRAFT DOWN 31" (78.7 cm)

CENTRELINE 21'3" (6.5 m)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg) EST.

MAX LENGTH 22'9" (9.6 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX2)

APEX2 Hull
3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction
Full width swim platform
Extended engine mounting system
Hide away rear bench seat
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EX18 OB SC
SPECS

EX20 OB SC

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

FUEL 42 US gal (159 L)

SPECS

EX24 BRA SC

MAX PERSONS 6

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

DRAFT UP 15.5" (39.5 cm)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

MAX HP 150 HP

DRAFT DOWN 32.5" (82.5 cm)

CENTRELINE 18' (5.49 m)
MAX LENGTH 19'6" (5.94 m)

SPECS

EX26 BRA SC

MAX PERSONS 9

BEAM 8'6" (2.59 m)

DRAFT UP 18" (45.7 cm)

FUEL 107 US gal (405 L)

MAX HP 250 HP

DRAFT DOWN 35" (88.9 cm)

WEIGHT 1,990 lbs (903 kg)

CENTRELINE 21'3" (6.48 m)

DEADRISE 20° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 23' (7.01 m)

SPECS

MAX PERSONS 10

BEAM 9'6" (2.9 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 126 US gal (477 L)

DRAFT UP 20" (51 cm)

MAX HP 300 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

MAX HP 600 HP / 350 HP

DRAFT DOWN 30" (77 cm)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg)

CENTRELINE 23'6" (7.16 m)

WEIGHT 3,640 lbs (1,651 kg)

CENTRELINE 25'10" (7.87 m)

WEIGHT 6,600 lbs (2,994 kg)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 26'3" (8.02 m)

DEADRISE 20° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 30'3" (9.22 m)

DEADRISE 19.5° (APEX)

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

Lockable cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Lockable cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Hardtop with sliding side windows

Hardtop with sliding side windows

HD rub rail with stainless steel insert

HD rub rail with stainless steel insert

Main cabin, convertible dinette, storage cabinets, galley

Enclosed head

Foredeck walk around

Foredeck walk around

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

and lighting

Main cabin, convertible dinette, storage cabinets, galley

Marine head

and lighting

Full width aluminum bracket with kicker mount and

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

dive ladder
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Boats may be shown with optional equipment
For full details go to campion.com
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Coming Soon
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Like fishing? Skiing? Family time? Then you

Designed for everyone – from die-hard

Our hard-working dual console boasts

need a boat that knows as much about

anglers to easy-going pleasure-seekers.

a spacious layout and practical features

working hard as it does about having fun.

We know that boaters like you have

throughout. With its wide-open concept,

With plenty of storage for equipment and

multiple interests, that's why the EX22 DC

versatility and agility, this is the do-

water toys, there's no need to compromise

from Campion is perfect for a day of

anything, go-anywhere boat from the

on performance or play time.

avid fishing or pulling tow-toys across

company who understands what it

the lake.

feels like to be out on the water.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

MAX PERSONS 8

BEAM 8' 6" (2.6 m)

FUEL 100 US gal (378 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38 cm)

MAX HP 400 HP

DRAFT DOWN 31" (78.7 cm)

CENTRELINE 21' 3" (6.5 m)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg) EST.

MAX LENGTH 22' 9" (6.9 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX2)

APEX2 hull
3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction
Full width swim platform
Extended engine mounting system
Enclosed head
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DESIGNED
for BREATHTAKING
GETAWAYS
and ELEGANT
ARRIVALS
Coming Soon

The classic lines of this boat mask

Sophisticated and timeless, Muskoka

Whether it’s early morning surfing with

its power and versatility. The perfect

embodies the spirit of boating.

the kids on calm water or a warm sunset

balance of new world functionality and

It’s all about celebrating natural marine

cruise with friends, our Muskoka family

performance with old world style.

splendor and spending time together.

of boats lets you get the most out of

Enjoying the day from dawn to dusk

every moment on the water.

– and everything in between.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES
APEX2 hull

MAX PERSONS Yacht Certified

BEAM 8' 6" (2.6 m)

FUEL 100 US gal (378 L)

DRAFT UP 24" (61 cm)

MAX HP 430 HP

DRAFT DOWN 40" (102 cm)

CENTRELINE 25' 3" (7.7 m)

WEIGHT 6,800 lbs (3,084 kg)

MAX LENGTH
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27' 5" (8.4 m)

DEADRISE 18° (APEX2)

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction
2 tier theatre stern platform seating
Vertical stem bow
Electronic glass dash system

DESIGNED
to be the PERFECT
ESCAPE CRAFT
This is the boat to build family memories around.
At a moment’s notice, you can grab the gang and
race like the wind across the lake. Or slow down
and bask in the sun on your own private island.
Either way, Allante is perfect for family fun.
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Go anywhere, do anything, have fun.
Whether it’s watching your kids scream
in delight as they tube for the first time
or catching some air on the wakeboard
or simply all of you lazing together in the
middle of the lake, some of your sunniest
memories will happen in an Allante.

A18 I BR
SPECS

22
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A20 I BR

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

FUEL 25 US gal (95 L)

SPECS

A23 I BR

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 8'2" (2.48 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 42 US gal (159 L)

MAX HP 300 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

CENTRELINE 18' (5.49 m)
MAX LENGTH 20' (6.10 m)

SPECS

MAX PERSONS 9

BEAM 8'6" (2.59 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38 cm)

MAX HP 350 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

MAX HP 380 HP

DRAFT DOWN 32" (81 cm)

WEIGHT 2,686 lbs (1,218 kg)

CENTRELINE 20' (6.1 m)

WEIGHT 3,400 lbs (1,542 kg)

CENTRELINE 23'3" (7.1 m)

WEIGHT 4,037 lbs (1,831 kg)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 21'6" (6.55 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 25'1" (7.65 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

NEW L shaped cockpit interior with flip passenger backrest

Sport interior – driver and passenger bucket seats with flip

U-shaped cockpit interior with driver and passenger bucket

and driver’s sport bucket seat with flip bolster

bolsters, sun pad and bench seat with storage under

seats and flip bolsters

NEW large compound curve windshield

NEW large compound curve windshield

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

Extended swim platform

Extended swim platform

Extended swim platform

Boats may be shown with optional equipment
For full details go to campion.com
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A16 OB BR
SPECS

A18 OB BR

MAX PERSONS 5

BEAM 6'6" (1.98 m)

FUEL 13 US gal (49 L)

MAX PERSONS 8

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

DRAFT UP 14" (35.5 cm)

FUEL 25 US gal (95 L)

MAX HP 90 HP

DRAFT DOWN 31" (78.8 cm)

CENTRELINE 16'1" (4.9 m)
MAX LENGTH 16'1" (4.9 m)

SPECS

A21 OB SC

MAX PERSONS 10

BEAM 8'2" (2.48 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 42 US gal (159 L)

MAX HP 200 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

WEIGHT 940 lbs (426 kg)

CENTRELINE 18' (5.49 m)

DEADRISE 16°

MAX LENGTH 18' (5.49 m)

SPECS

A20 I SC

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

MAX HP 300 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

WEIGHT 1,955 lbs (907 kg)

CENTRELINE 20' (6.12 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 20' (6.12 m)

SPECS

A23 I SC

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 8'2" (2.48 m)

DRAFT UP 18" (45.7 cm)

FUEL 42 US gal (159 L)

MAX HP 250 HP

DRAFT DOWN 35" (88.9 cm)

WEIGHT 2,346 lbs (1,064 kg)

CENTRELINE 21'3" (6.48 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 23'1" (7.04 m)

SPECS

MAX PERSONS 9

BEAM 8'6" (2.59 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38 cm)

MAX HP 350 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

MAX HP 380 HP

DRAFT DOWN 32" (81 cm)

WEIGHT 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg)

CENTRELINE 20' (6.1 m)

WEIGHT 3,400 lbs (1,542 kg)

CENTRELINE 23'3" (7.1 m)

WEIGHT 4,037 lbs (1,831 kg)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 21'6" (6.55 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 25'1" (7.65 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Large windshield with bow walkthrough

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

APEX hull

Folding bucket seats

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

Lockable cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Lockable cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Lockable cuddy cabin with v-berth, storage and lighting

Wrap around stern seating

U-shaped cockpit interior with driver and passenger bucket

U-shaped cockpit interior with driver and passenger bucket

Fiberglass cockpit with overboard drainage

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

U-shaped cockpit interior with driver and passenger bucket

seats and flip bolsters

seats and flip bolsters

3 part interlocking unibody fiberglass construction

Integrated sun pad storage compartment

NEW large compound curve windshield

Telescoping 4 step bow ladder

Foredeck walk around

Extended swim platform

Optional Chase graphics package

Optional Chase graphics package

Unibody deck joint
Automatic bilge pump
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SPECS

A20 OB BR

Boats may be shown with optional equipment
For full details go to campion.com

seats and flip bolsters
Porta potti with pumpout
Extended swim platform
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DESIGNED
to WAKE YOU
ALL DAY LONG
If you’re into surfing, wakeboarding, boogie
boarding, skiing, tubing or any type of fun on
the water, this is the perfect boat for you and
your friends. Because it runs on adrenaline.
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WS 18
SPECS

The most fun you can have with
your swimsuit on.

WS 20
MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 7'8" (2.34 m)

FUEL 25 US gal (95 L)

SPECS

MAX PERSONS 7

BEAM 8'2" (2.48 m)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

FUEL 42 US gal (159 L)

DRAFT UP 19" (48 cm)

MAX HP 300 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

MAX HP 350 HP

DRAFT DOWN 36" (91.5 cm)

CENTRELINE 18' (5.49 m)

WEIGHT 2,686 lbs (1,218 kg)

CENTRELINE 20' (6 m)

WEIGHT 3,400 lbs (1,542 kg)

MAX LENGTH 20' (6.10 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

MAX LENGTH 21'7" (6.58 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)

The excitement from your first ride of
the day is still fresh as you wait for the

FEATURES

familiar tug of the line. For a moment,
the calm of the lake begins to seep in
– then you feel the pull and as you rise

APEX hull

up above the water, you’re free. It’s just

Watersports edition 3 colour gel coat

you and the wave… the endless wave.

Wake board tower
Snap in marine flooring
Optional surf packages

WS 23
SPECS
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Boats may be shown with optional equipment
For full details go to campion.com

MAX PERSONS 9

BEAM 8'6" (2.59 m)

FUEL 60 US gal (227 L)

DRAFT UP 15" (38 cm)

MAX HP 380 HP

DRAFT DOWN 32" (81 cm)

CENTRELINE 23' (7.01 m)

WEIGHT 4,037 lbs (1,831 kg)

MAX LENGTH 25'1" (7.65 m)

DEADRISE 19° (APEX)
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WARRANTY
Campion is proud to back all of its 2020 model year boats with a 10 year hull and deck structural warranty*
that is transferable for up to five years* after the date of the original retail sale.

THIS ISN’T THE END,
IT’S JUST THE BEGINNING.

GEL COAT OPTIONS
COLOUR

ICE BLUE

PREMIUM FINISH

INTENSE BLUE

BLACK

GRAPHITE

IMPULSE MINI FLAKE
All colours can be upgraded to include the Impulse
Mini Flake premium finish. Contact your closest
Campion dealer today to learn more.

ALL WHITE
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BAHAMA BLUE

REEL RED

GUN METAL SILVER

*For complete information on Campion’s warranty, including limitations and conditions, please see campionboats.com/owner-support
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